Good Design: Stories From Herman Miller
August 14 – October 17, 2010
AND
The Edge of Art: New York State Artists Series
Designed to Scale
August 14 – October 24, 2010
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Embody Chair
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Aeron Chair
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Communications Desk
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Eames Cabinet
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Ergon Chair
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Frykholm Picnic Posters
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Marshmallow Sofa
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Plywood Chair
Roll Top Desk
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Typewriter Desk
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Ball bed
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Fantasy/ Found Design bathtub couch
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Bike chairs

www.bikefurniture.com
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Bike loveseat chair
Recycled pop tart bracelet
Recycled juice pack purse
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Eyeglass lamp
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Funky furniture sets
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Lamp sofa
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Light bed
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Spring bed
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Vintage suitcase cat bed
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